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ABSTRACT
In this study Nakamura’s H/V Spectral Ratio (HVSR) method was applied to ambient noise data
and earthquake recordings collected at selected stations of the Icelandic Strong-motion Network
(ISMN). In particular, continuous measurements of ambient noise, with minimum one-hour
recordings, were performed while the strong-motion data set consisted of earthquake events
recorded by the ISMN. The ambient noise data was analysed using various parameters such as
time window duration, smoothing factor, different methods of averaging the two horizontal
components and mean HVSR, respectively. For 20 minute recording window of ambient noise,
applying the Konno and Ohmachi smoothing function with B = 20, combining the horizontal
components and averaging the individual HVSR curves using the geometric mean, a stable HVSR
amplification curve was obtained for a given site. The earthquake recordings were analysed using
this common procedure by analysing the S phase instead of the entire time history. This unified
procedure is applied in the HVSR method for characterization of the contribution of localized site
effects at strong-motion stations in Iceland so that any similarities or differences observed can be
attributed to factors other than data processing itself. The study serves as the first look at HVSRs
at selected ISMN recording sites in Iceland using earthquake data. The results are expected to
provide better insight into the localized site effects in view of the lack of geotechnical information
which hampers the understanding of the relationship between Iceland’s characteristic sub-surface
materials and their dynamic response.
Keywords: HVSR, site effects, ISMN, lava, rock, soil.
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INTRODUCTION

which is largely offshore. Destructive
earthquakes in these regions have been well
documented in historical annals of the last
1000 years. In the SISZ strong earthquakes
up to magnitude 7 have repeatedly taken
place in the past, generally as single events
or sequences of magnitude 6-7 earthquakes
every 100-120 years or so (Einarsson et al.
1981; Stefánsson and Halldórsson 1988;
Einarsson 1991; Bjarnason et al. 1993;
Stefánsson et al. 1993; Ambraseys and

Iceland is located on the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge, the diverging plate boundary of the
North American and Eurasian plates in the
North Atlantic Ocean. Crossing the island
from southwest to north, the onshore part of
the plate boundary shifts eastward, resulting
in two transform zones: the South Iceland
Seismic Zone, SISZ, which is completely
onshore and the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, TFZ
IGS
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Sigbjörnsson 2000; Pagli et al. 2003; Bellou
et al. 2005). Consequently, the SISZ and TFZ
are the regions in Iceland that have the
greatest potential for the occurrence of large
earthquakes, and thus, have the highest
earthquake hazard (Sólnes et al. 2004). In
fact, the most expensive natural disaster in
Iceland was the 29 May 2008 𝑀w 6.3 Ölfus
earthquake in South Iceland which caused
widespread damage. Site effects, or the
amplification (or deamplification) of
earthquake ground motion amplitudes, have
long been known to be a major factor
influencing the distribution of earthquake
damage. In the official standard for
earthquake resistant design in Iceland
(Eurocode 8) the site effects are specified in
terms of the average shear wave velocity in
the uppermost 30 meters (𝑉𝑆,30 ). The majority
of the free-field stations of the Icelandic
Strong-motion Network (ISMN) have thus
been estimated to fall into the rock class
(𝑉𝑆,30 > 750 m/s). However, this site
classification has been based on surface
geology because quantitative information on
physical parameters of the geologic profile
beneath the recording sites of the ISMN is
virtually nonexistant.
Earthquake ground motions at a given site
are often amplified over a narrow frequency
range due to the dynamic response of local
soil layers below the site. For particularly
intense strong-motions, deamplification of
high-frequency waves due to nonlinear soil
behaviour may be observed. The large
impedance contrast between the few tens of
meters of soil and underlying bedrock has
been shown to affect the amplification of
seismic waves, somewhat disproportionally
compared to the overall length of the
propagation path from the source to site
(Anderson et al. 1996; Boore and Joyner
1997). Where enough borehole and strongmotion data exists, e.g., in California, surface
geology, which at least to the first
approximation can be assumed to be
representative of the of the uppermost few
tens of meters of the geologic profile , has
been found to correlate with 𝑉𝑆,30 (Wills et al.
2000). Surface geological mapping however
cannot be expected to apply between regions
NGM 2016 - Proceedings

with different geological evolutionary history
and tectonic environment.
The surface geology of Iceland was
formed during and after the last Ice Age.
During the glacial period, Iceland was
covered with a plateau glacier. It was not
until the warmer interglacial periods and
towards the end of the Pleistocene did
sediment layers begin to form. As the glacier
was retreating and the land rising, glacial
streams formed thick sediment layers,
composed primarily of sand and fine-grain
gravel. In the postglacial period, some of
those sediments were covered by lava, which
added to the complexity of the geological
structure of the surface in Iceland. Hence, in
general, the surface geology of Iceland is
described as a pile of basaltic lavas, as well
as tuff layers, often with intermediate layers
of sediments or alluvium (Einarsson and
Douglas 1994). In addition, the surface
geology is further complicated by fractures,
fissures and faults of tectonic origin (Clifton
and Einarsson 2005; Angelier et al. 2008).
For practical purposes, the topsoil is easily
removed resulting in most sites being
considered
as
rock.
However,
a
comprehensive study on site characterization
at Icelandic strong-motion stations has not
yet been carried out.
One of the most common procedures for
estimating site effects, the horizontal-tovertical spectral ratio (HVSR) method is
based on recordings of ground shaking as a
function of time in the horizontal, 𝐻, and
vertical, 𝑉, directions, respectively, and
calculating their amplitude as a function of
frequency (Nakamura 1989). Analyzing the
HVSR as a function of frequency allows one
to capture the characteristics of the site
conditions that may amplify earthquake
shaking. Although the method’s physical
basis and theoretical background have been
questioned (Lachetl and Bard 1994;
Mucciarelli 1998), the advantages of the
approach are several fold, foremost being that
it is a relatively inexpensive and easy to
implement for obtaining information needed
in seismic hazard and risk analysis (Atakan et
al. 1997; Bessason and Kaynia 2002).
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Figure 1. Stations of the Icelandic Strong-motion Network (represented by blue triangle symbols) and
earthquake events (represented by red stars) recorded since its deployment (up to 2010). The inset picture
at the bottom right shows the ISMN strong-motion stations along with station ID-codes with respect to the
South Iceland Seismic Zone, SISZ, in the lowlands of south Iceland. The inset picture at the top left shows
the ISMN strong-motion stations in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, TFZ, in north Iceland.

The current study aims at investigating the
characteristics of site response at selected
strong-motion stations in Iceland shown in
Figure 1. This study uses the HVSR method
on earthquake data and can be considered as
complementary to a study using microseismic
data (Olivera et al. 2014). This study also
augments the previous one by presenting
results from a sensitivity analysis in
determining the optimal parameters used in
generating reliable HVSR from microseismic
data, which were also used for estimating
HVSR from earthquake data. As in the
previous study, the aim is to estimate local
site effects and relate to site characterization
in terms of HVSR amplitudes and the
corresponding predominant frequencies.
2

attempt to test the procedure for processing
both ambient noise and earthquake data sets
for HVSR analysis at Icelandic sites. For
ambient noise data and earthquake
recordings, the procedure would include all
steps for HVSR analysis, from selecting a
window length for analysis, merging the two
horizontal components of the Fourier
Amplitude Spectra, FAS, smoothing the
combined horizontal, 𝐻, and vertical, 𝑉,
components of the FAS, and calculating the
mean HVSR for each site. The tests were
carried out on the microseismic data
recordings at four different stations
exhibiting different HVSR signatures. Only
the results for one station are shown herein,
the Selfoss church station (IS117) which is
located on lava rock but exhibits a clear
HVSR predominant frequency corresponding
to a relatively high amplification. For this
purpose, continuous measurements of
ambient noise with minimum one-hour
recordings, were performed using a REF
TEK 130-01 Broadband Seismic Recorder

MICROSEISMIC DATA AND HVSR
PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The guidelines published by SESAME for
HVSR analysis (Bard and SESAME-Team
2005) were considered in this study in an
IGS
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2. The HVSRs from test site IS117 used to investigate the effects of (a) different window lengths of 5
minutes (left) and 1 minute (right) for the same 60 minute microseismic recording, (b) (c), different
methods for merging the horizontal components (d), different values for the Konno and Ohmachi
smoothing coefficient, 𝐵 (e), arithmetic and geometric mean on determining the mean HVSR, using twelve
20 minute time windows of ambient noise data.

and Lennartz LE-3D/5s Seismometer from
the Icelandic instrument bank, Loki, which is
operated
through
the
Icelandic
Meteorological Office, IMO.
One 60-minute recording of ambient noise
was selected and divided into time windows
of varying lengths (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15,
20, 30, and 60 minutes) on which HVSR
analyses were performed to determine the
effects of various window lengths on the
mean HVSR of a site. The variations of
HVSRs of the different window lengths are
shown for IS117 in Figure 2a. In an attempt
to further investigate the influence of window
lengths on the mean HVSR of a site, Figure
2b compares the mean HVSRs for all the
NGM 2016 - Proceedings

window lengths considered. Despite the
inconsistencies observed in Figure 2a, Figure
2b shows that the influence of the window
length on the mean HVSR of this site is
insignificant. These findings allowed the
optimal window length of 20 minutes to be
determined and used for HVSR analysis of
ambient noise recordings. There is an
increased inconsistency among individual
HVSRs are found for window lengths shorter
than 20 minutes.
For ambient noise data and earthquake
recordings, the horizontal component of
motion used in the HVSR method is obtained
by combining the FAS of the two orthogonal
horizontal components. The most commonly
1246
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used methods for combining both horizontal
components in HVSR analysis are the
following:
Arithmetic mean
𝑁(𝑓) + 𝐸(𝑓)
2
Geometric mean
𝐻(𝑓) =

smoothing) coefficient. The smoothing
coefficient may vary between 0 and 100,
where a coefficient 0 gives a very strong
smoothing and a coefficient of 100 provides
a very soft smoothing. To further investigate
the effects of smoothing coefficients on
HVSR analysis, one 20-minute time window
of ambient noise was selected and smoothed
using coefficients ranging from 20 to 60.
The HVSR results from the test are presented
in Figure 2d. The general overall shape,
predominant frequency, and amplification are
consistent irrespective of the smoothing
coefficient applied in HVSR analysis. A
smoothing coefficient of 20 was selected to
smooth the combined horizontal component
of the FAS for both ambient noise and
earthquake recordings in HVSR analysis.
The final step in HVSR analysis is
determining the mean HVSR for each
measurement site. For both ambient noise
and earthquake recordings, the mean HVSR
for a site is determined by calculating the
average of all the HVSRs computed for each
selected time window. Although the
geometric mean is the most commonly used,
the arithmetic mean has also been used in
HVSR studies. They are defined as follows:
Arithmetic mean

(1)

𝐻(𝑓) = √𝑁 2 (𝑓) ∗ 𝐸 2 (𝑓)

(2)

Quadratic/Squared mean
𝑁 2 (𝑓) + 𝐸 2 (𝑓)
𝐻(𝑓) = √
2

(3)

Total horizontal energy
𝐻(𝑓) = √𝑁 2 (𝑓) + 𝐸 2 (𝑓)

(4)

where 𝐻(𝑓) is the combined horizontal
component FAS and 𝑁(𝑓) and 𝐸(𝑓) are the
(two orthogonal) horizontal components of
the FAS as a function of frequency,
respectively.
In an effort to compare the above
methods, a test was conducted at IS117
where one 20 minute time window of
ambient noise was selected and HVSR
analysis conducted using the four methods
given by Equations (1) to (4). As observed in
Figure 2c, HVSR results are consistent in
overall
general
shape,
predominant
frequency, and amplification, except for the
total horizontal energy method. Therefore,
the geometric mean was selected to merge
the horizontal components.
Prior to computing the HVSR the
horizontal and vertical components can be
smoothed (which in fact, is highly
recommended and done in nearly all HVSR
studies). The Konno and Ohmachi smoothing
function is the most used and recommended
for HVSR analysis (Konno and Ohmachi
1998):

𝑆(𝑓) =

𝑓
sin (𝐵 ⋅ log ( ))
𝑓𝑐
𝑓
𝐵 ⋅ log ( )
𝑓𝑐

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 (𝑓)
𝑛
Geometric mean
𝐴(𝑓) =

𝑛

𝑛

𝐴(𝑓) = √∏ 𝑎𝑖 (𝑓)

(7)

𝑖=1

where 𝐴(𝑓) is the mean HVSR of a site as a
function of frequency, 𝑎𝑖 (𝑓) is the HVSR for
one time window, and 𝑛 is the total number
of available time windows used to derive the
mean HVSR for each site. For station IS117
the results are shown in Figure 2e; the mean
HVSRs are identical irrespective of the
method used to complete the task. Therefore,
the final mean HVSR for ambient noise and
earthquake recordings for each site was
determined by calculating the geometric
mean of the HVSRs from all the available
time windows at a measurement site.

4

(5)

[
]
where 𝑓 is the frequency, 𝑓𝑐 is the central
frequency, and 𝐵 is the bandwidth (or
IGS
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Figure 3. Recorded acceleration at ISMN station IS101 for the earthquake event of 17 June 2000 at
15:40 (𝑀𝑤 6.50, epicentral distance 30 km). The highlighted area indicates the S-phase of the recorded
earthquake event on which HVSR analysis was conducted.

In this way a unified procedure was
implemented to consistently process ambient
noise data and earthquake recordings: (a)
calculating the Fourier Amplitude Spectra for
the selected time window and combining
both horizontal components using a
geometric mean, (b) applying the Konno and
Ohmachi smoothing function with a
smoothing coefficient of 𝐵 = 20, and (c)
creating a horizontal, 𝐻, to vertical, 𝑉,
spectral ratio for the selected time window.
The final mean HVSR for each site was
determined by calculating the geometric
mean of the HVSRs from all the individual
time windows, from step (c) above. In this
way, any similarities or differences observed
can be attributed to factors other than data
processing itself. For ambient noise data, 20
minute time windows were selected for
HVSR analysis (Olivera et al. 2014), whereas
for strong-motion data, the S phase of the
earthquake recordings was selected as the
time window for HVSR analysis.

NGM 2016 - Proceedings

3

STRONG-MOTION DATA

Over the past three decades the ISMN has
collected hundreds of ground response time
series (e.g., earthquake event recording
shown in Figure 3) (see e.g., Table 2 in
Sigbjörnsson et al. 2014). The recordings by
the ISMN are accessible within the
framework of the ISESD-project (InternetSite for European Strong-Motion Data)
(Ambraseys et al. 2004). Station locations
(see Table 1 in Sigbjörnsson et al. 2014) were
selected on the basis of the geographic
distribution of the population and locations of
industrial power plants, and main lifeline
systems (Sigbjörnsson et al. 2004). The
network consists of 40 permanent stations,
approximately half of which are free-field
(Sigbjörnsson et al. 2004; Sigbjörnsson and
Ólafsson 2004). The instruments are located
inside buildings for two reasons: (1) the
severe climate conditions in Iceland make it
difficult and expensive to operate sensitive
1248
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contained the P, S, and coda waves versus
only using the S waves and first part of coda.
However, in some cases discrepancies were
observed at low-frequencies, an example of
which is shown in Figure 4 for the recording
shown in Figure 3. Nevertheless, in this study
the S phase of earthquake recordings is used
in HVSR analysis.
4

The results of the HVSR analysis on
earthquake data at selected ISMN strongmotion stations are shown in Figure 5. The
stations, numbered IS101 through IS112 are
the oldest stations of the network and are all
located in the SISZ, and station IS100 is
located in Reykjavík. In general, the HVSRs
appear to be quite variable. Nevertheless, and
unlike the HVSR derived from microseismic
recordings (Olivera et al. 2014), the
reliability of the HVSRs derived from
earthquake data appear to depend to some
extent on the number of records used at each
station. With the exception of stations IS100
and IS111 for which only one recording was
used, IS107 for which only three were used,
and for station IS112 where the individual
HVSRs diverge at low frequencies, most
stations appear to have relatively stable, near
constant and low amplitude HVSR. Such
characteristics were to be expected for rock
sites. Notable exceptions however are seen at
stations IS104, IS105, IS107, and IS109.
Station IS104 is located on a relatively young
(<10 th.y) and thin (a few tens of meters or
less) lava rock which has been shown to
produce a characteristic HVSR (Bessason
and Kaynia 2002; Rahpeyma et al. 2016).
Station IS105 is located on ancient seabed
and river deposits of unknown thickness, and
is classified as “stiff soil.” Finally, station
IS109 which also has been classified as “stiff
soil” has a relatively flat near constant
HVSR, characteristic of a “rock” site, apart
from it exhibiting a curious peak above 10
Hz. However, the peak and the associated
predominant frequency cannot be considered
reliable due to the few observations used.
At some stations, especially Selfoss,
Hveragerði, Thorlakshofn, Hella, and
Tjorsartun there are multiple low-frequency

Figure 4. Comparison of the HVSRs computed
over the entire earthquake event (black) and
the S-phase only (red) of the acceleration time
history shown in Figure 3.

equipment outdoors and (2) to ensure that the
data obtained represent the direct seismic
effects on the structural foundations. The
instruments act in triggered mode detecting
events when the ground acceleration exceeds
a prescribed threshold (Sigbjörnsson et al.
2014).
In regards to earthquake recordings, the
selection of the time window for HVSR
analysis of strong-motion data required an
investigation of the influence of different
phases of an earthquake event on HVSR
analysis, particularly the S phase. Previous
studies using the HVSR method with strongmotion data have interchangeably used
different parts of an earthquake recording.
While some studies have used the entire
earthquake recording (Mucciarelli et al.
2003; Triantafyllidis et al. 2006), most have
concentrated on the S phase (Lermo and
Chávez-García 1993) for HVSR analysis of
strong-motion data because the S phase
offers estimates of local amplifications in
addition to predominant frequencies (Lermo
and Chávez-García 1993). In the case of
short source-to-site distances where it is
difficult to separate the P and S arrivals, and
thus difficult to isolate the S phase, studies
have resorted to using the entire earthquake
recording for HVSR analysis. In this study an
investigation on the use of an entire recording
versus the S phase for HVSR analysis was
conducted. In general, minimal differences
were observed when the time history used
IGS
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Figure 5. Mean HVSR +/- one standard deviation from earthquake recordings with a Konno and
Ohmachi smoothing coefficient, B=20 where n is the number of available earthquake events used to
derive the mean HVSR for the ISMN strong-motion stations.

HVSR peaks. The lack of a corresponding
consistent predominant frequency at each site
indicates that it is not a site characteristic.
Rather, the low-frequency peaks are most
likely due to intense low-frequency and large
amplitude near-fault horizontal ground
motions due to directivity effects and/or
permanent tectonic displacements associated
with the three strong earthquakes in 2000 and
2008. These results indicate that additional
constraints are needed to validate the results,
in particular accounting for obvious wave
NGM 2016 - Proceedings

effects from earthquake recordings (nearfault pulses, surface waves, etc.) and
comparing with results from microseismic
studies (Olivera et al. 2014).
5

CONCLUSIONS

Site effects are known to significantly
affect outcrop earthquake strong-motions.
The HVSR method has been shown to be a
useful method for identifying dominant
frequencies with respect to localized site
1250
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amplification
and
for
classifying
measurement sites. In the absence of HVSR
analysis and geophysical data about the
geologic profiles in Iceland at ISMN
recording sites, most sites are classified as
“rock” on the basis of surface geology.
This study is a part of a comprehensive
effort of estimating HVSR at Icelandic
strong-motion stations from microseismic
data (Olivera et al. 2014) and from both
earthquake and microseismic array data at
recording sites of the Icelandic strong-motion
arrays (Halldorsson et al. 2009; Halldorsson
et al. 2012; Rahpeyma et al. 2016). It aims at
establishing a clearer understanding of the
site response by estimating reliable HVSRs
for Icelandic strong-motion recording sites.
Towards this end, we focus on establishing a
consistent procedure for collecting and
analyzing microseismic data and calculating
the HVSRs. Using this procedure, we analyze
earthquake recordings at selected stations of
the ISMN and calculate their corresponding
HVSRs. As expected for rock sites, most
stations exhibit relatively constant HVSR
(over the frequency range considered) of low
amplitude. However, there appear to be
significant exceptions to this trend, even for
sites classified as rock. The results warrant a
further study and comparison of HVSR from
microseismic and earthquake data for all
ISMN strong motion stations.
An example of such comparison is shown
in Figure 6 for station IS104 in Thorlakshofn
where the earthquake HVSR appears to have
two predominant frequencies, one of about 2
Hz and another at 5-6 Hz, while the
microseismic data only reproduces the peak
at the lower predominant frequency. Such
results need to be interpreted on the basis of
as much geological and geotechnical
information as possible. From shallow
boreholes in the area the top layer is a
relatively young lava rock with a softer
sedimentary layer below (introducing a shear
wave velocity reversal), and possibly
repeating such “soil structure” at greater
depths. The predominant frequencies of
oscillation of such soil structure (considering
a unit-area vertical column) with velocity
reversals acting as flexible structural
elements, can be efficiently modelled using
IGS

Figure 6. Mean HVSR and its 68-percentile limits
from earthquake data (black solid line and
shaded area) and microseismic data (blue solid
line and red dashed lines) using smoothing coeff.
B=20 at station IS104 in Thorlakshöfn, South
Iceland.

dynamic response theory of a linear oscillator
subjected to a base excitation (Rahpeyma et
al. 2016).
6
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